HIGHLIGHTS
OF THE ANNUAL
INTEGRATED REPORT

2020

This document contains highlights of the Scheme’s performance for the year ended 31 December 2020, extracted from the Annual
Integrated Report 2020. The financial information has been extracted from, and is in agreement with, the Annual Integrated
Report and Annual Financial Statements audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. The full Annual Integrated Report is available at
www.profmed.co.za/downloads/.

THE OBVIOUS CHOICE

With our healthy reserves, sound governance, an excellent administration system and service levels, our strong new brand
and intelligent benefits, Profmed is an obvious choice for professionals.

MEMBERSHIP GROWTH
Our net membership growth rate was 3.7%, which is a notable achievement given the circumstances in 2020. The Board
is pleased with this growth. This is despite the tough economic environment where many other schemes saw declining
membership due to the impact of COVID-19. The net growth rate was boosted by new entrants to the Scheme wanting
access to healthcare cover in the event of contracting COVID-19 on the one hand, and fewer members resigning from
Profmed to maintain access to cover during the pandemic.
The Board approved a temporary COVID-19 relief programme for members who experienced financial hardship as a result
of the lockdown in 2020.

2020
NEW MEMBERS JOINING

3 445

JOINING RATE
NET GROWTH RATE

2019
3 778
11.4%

9.9%
3.7%

4.3%

COVID-19 VIRUS PANDEMIC
The outbreak of the COVID-19 virus pandemic had a significant impact on the global economy during 2020. The impact
on the healthcare funding sector has been muted as members of medical schemes did not lapse their medical scheme
membership and the Scheme experienced a growth in membership, contrary to what was expected.

OUR BUSINESS MODEL
In line with Profmed’s status as a medical scheme exclusively for professionals, Profmed’s Board is made up of professionals
who bring to the Board a wealth of expertise and experience, not only in the clinical field, but also in the IT, financial, legal,
investment and business fields. This range and depth of skills enables the Board to function in a professional and efficient
manner and provides members with comfort that the Scheme is being managed by highly competent individuals.
Profmed’s business model is to outsource administration, managed healthcare services, investment management, actuarial,
legal and marketing services. This is to ensure these services are undertaken by the best experts in their field. This model
is more cost-effective and provides for greater accountability. These services are managed by a strong Profmed executive
management team, which reports to the Board.
Profmed has a traditional medical scheme structure, with five Premium options. These options have been supplemented
with five Efficiency Discount Options (EDOs), known as the Savvy options. The Savvy options require the use of network
hospitals.
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The main features of the benefit options available in 2020 are as follows:

PROPINNACLE
Unlimited in-hospital cover in private wards, and comprehensive chronic and day-to-day cover. In- and out-of-hospital GP and
specialist costs, i.e. consultations and procedures, were covered at 300% Profmed Tariff. Out-of-hospital dentistry, i.e. consultations
and procedures, were covered at 135% Profmed Tariff.

PROSECURE PLUS
Unlimited in-hospital cover in general wards, and private ward rates for maternity (post-delivery) as well as cover for chronic and
day-to-day medical expenses and cover over and above the PMBs. In-hospital GP and specialist costs, i.e. consultations and procedures,
were covered at 200% Profmed Tariff. Out-of-hospital GP and specialist consultations were covered at specified Rand values, and
procedures were covered at 100% Specific Tariff. Out-of-hospital dentistry, i.e. consultations and procedures, were covered at
135% Profmed Tariff.

PROSECURE
Unlimited in-hospital cover in general wards, as well as chronic and day-to-day medical expenses cover over and above the PMBs.
In- and out-of-hospital GP and specialist consultations were covered at specified Rand values, and procedures were covered at
100% Specific Tariff. Out-of-hospital dentistry, i.e. consultations and procedures, were covered at 135% Profmed Tariff.

PROACTIVE PLUS
Unlimited in-hospital cover in general wards, and cover for PMBs. In-hospital GP and specialist costs, i.e. consultations and procedures,
were covered at 200% Profmed Tariff. Out-of-hospital GP and specialist consultations were covered at specified Rand values, and
procedures were covered at 100% Specific Tariff. Out-of-hospital dentistry, i.e. consultations and procedures, were covered at
135% Profmed Tariff.

PROACTIVE
Unlimited in-hospital cover in general wards, and cover for PMBs. In-hospital GP and specialist costs, i.e. consultations and procedures,
were covered at 100% Specific Tariff. Out-of-hospital dentistry, i.e. consultations and procedures, were covered at 135% Profmed Tariff.

REDUCING NON-HEALTH EXPENDITURE
The Board has, over the past few years, implemented a strategy to reduce non-healthcare expenditure (NHE) over time while still
maintaining superior governance over the Scheme and improving the service provided to members and stakeholders.
Reducing the price of contracts with large suppliers has been a major focus area and the last few years indicates the success of the
various cost-reduction activities which have resulted in the reduction of these expenses as a proportion of contributions. This is

illustrated below:

NHE AS A PERCENTAGE OF CONTRIBUTIONS

12.18 %
2018

12.12 %

11.69 %

2019

2020
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OUR CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
When reviewing 2020, it is impossible not to view
the year through the lens of COVID-19 and the
consequent lockdown, which paralysed South Africa
and the world. The pandemic affected every aspect of
life and changed how we live our lives and how we do
business. It crushed the hopes and plans of many, but
it also created opportunities that didn’t exist before.
Through it all, the human spirit has triumphed. Ubuntu
took on new meaning as South Africans rallied together
to spread goodwill across the nation in very difficult
times.
We pay tribute to the healthcare workers who placed
themselves at risk daily to treat and nurse those
suffering with the virus. We are privileged that a large
majority of those healthcare workers are members
of Profmed and we thank them for the sacrifice they
made, and continue to make, to fight the devastating
effects of the virus.
To the families of our members who lost the battle
against the disease, we offer our deepest condolences.
The pressures of the pandemic were brought to bear
on the Board of Trustees, the staff of the Scheme and
all our contracted outsourced providers. The volatile
experience in 2020 required additional engagement by
trustees. Our Principal Officer and Executive Office
staff worked closely with industry experts to determine
the best way forward in the best interest of members
and to understand the impact of the virus on the
Scheme.
A big achievement was holding our Annual General
Meeting via a virtual meeting platform, which enabled
greater member involvement. This proved to be a
success with members and opened the way for future
general meetings to be more inclusive.

SERVICE TO STAKEHOLDERS

The rigours of social distancing created a unique set of
challenges, but I am pleased to report that Profmed
and all our contracted outsourced partners adapted well
and quickly to the “new normal” of working remotely.
Our staff, and that of our Administrator, PPSHA, and
all our partners, rose to the challenge and, as is befitting
of a scheme for professionals, exceeded themselves
in going above and beyond the call of duty to maintain
excellent service levels to members and stakeholders.
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Our biennial member satisfaction survey once again yielded
positive results, with 77% of members indicating they were
satisfied with the service from Profmed, which is higher
than the industry benchmark. The results were not without
some negative comments, which we take seriously, and
management is undertaking an assessment of the areas
highlighted by members with a view to implementing
improvements.

SUMMING UP THE FINANCIALS

After investment return, the Scheme had a surplus of
R139 million, which is R122 million more than budget. This is
the first time since 2017 that Profmed has shown a surplus
but the surplus in 2020 must be understood in context. As a
result of COVID-19 and the consequent lockdown and social
distancing measures implemented, elective surgeries were
cancelled and members chose to forego non-emergency
out-of-hospital treatment, which vastly reduced our
claims experience. Although the Scheme incurred claims
for COVID-19-related hospital admissions, testing and
consultations, this cost was much lower than the normal
claims patterns.
These reserves, however, will be much needed to fund the
COVID-19 vaccine, which continues to create uncertainties
in respect of cost. It is still unknown what medical schemes
will be required to fund for the vaccine and whether it will
be necessary to be vaccinated once-off or annually and it
is imperative that members’ funds are utilised in the most
efficient and cost-effective manner. Profmed supports the
government’s vaccine roll-out plan and continues to work
with other medical schemes and industry representative
bodies to find an equitable and fair way for the entire private
sector to participate in the funding of the vaccine.

KEEPING THE RECORD STRAIGHT

The Board of Trustees continues to ensure that the Scheme
is governed strictly in accordance with best practice
governance principles. The Corporate Governance page
on the website provides greater insight into the Scheme’s
governance practices and the Corporate Governance section
of the Board of Trustees report contained in the full Annual
Integrated Report provides further information on the
governance structures of the Scheme.
In solidarity with our members who experienced financial
hardship as a result of the pandemic, the Board of Trustees
took the decision to not implement the trustee fee increases
approved at the Annual General Meeting in June 2020.
The Board also approved a relief programme to assist
members experiencing financial difficulty.

OUR EXCITING NEW BRAND
Since Profmed’s registration as a medical scheme in 1969, the Profmed brand has always been
synonymous with excellence and efficiency. Our history is integral to who we are and creates the
platform from which we pioneer into the future. The face and nature of professionals is changing
and our new brand embraces that change, and its elegant design sets Profmed apart in the
market.

WE CONTINUE TO GROW

Although our marketing budget has remained unchanged over the last two years, our marketing efforts have increased and
have created a significant audience within our target market. As a result of this, it is most pleasing for me to report that
Profmed grew yet again in membership, even in the face of the adverse conditions the economy faced in 2020.
Thanks to the commitment of our New Business division, we grew by 1 278 members, a net growth rate of 3.7%. This is a
significant achievement, which was bolstered by the work of our Retentions team, who very ably and professionally assisted
members to better understand the value of remaining members of Profmed.

IN THIS TOGETHER

While the African proverb, “If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together”, is very appropriate for
the year under review, I believe we not only went further in 2020 but we did so faster. And this was attributable to the
teamwork that was evident in every aspect of the Scheme. And for this I wish to thank my colleagues on the Board of
Trustees. Their commitment to the success of Profmed and to our members is unwavering.
I also wish to thank our Principal Officer and the management of the Scheme for their support and efficiency, and the
professionalism with which they conduct the business of the Scheme. To the management and staff of our Administrator,
PPSHA, and to all our contracted outsourced providers, thank you for being great ambassadors of the Profmed brand.
My term of office as a trustee of Profmed comes to an end at the AGM in 2021. It has been a privilege to serve the
members of Profmed and to work with trustees and management of such high calibre. 2020 taught us that change and the
unexpected are inevitable, but with the right team, what seems insurmountable can be achieved.

MS MM GERINGER
Chairman
7 April 2021
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

2020

2019

CLAIMS
RATIO

82%
93%

NET HEALTHCARE
RESULT

R121.9 million
(R94.0 million)

NET
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
ASSET
GROWTH

R139.0 million
(R34.8 million)
17.4%
(0.6%)

SOLVENCY
RATIO
INVESTMENT
RETURN

46.7%
43.5%
0.4%
6.3%

NEW MEMBERSHIP
GROWTH

9.9%
11.4%

MEMBER
RESIGNATIONS
NET MEMBERSHIP
GROWTH
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6.3%
7.1%
3.7%
4.3%
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SOLVENCY
2020
R’000

2019
R’000

934 179

795 220

Less: Cumulative unrealised investment gains

-

(6 644)

Accumulated funds per Regulation 29 of the
Regulations to the MSA

934 179

788 576

2 000 090

1 813 966

Total members’ funds per Statement of Financial
Position

Annual contribution income per Statement of
Comprehensive Income

Accumulated funds ratio calculated as the ratio of accumulated
funds/gross annual contributions x 100

46.7%
2020

43.5%
2019

Minimum ratio required by Regulation 29 of the
Regulations to the MSA

25.0%
2020

25.0%
2019
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2020

OPERATIONAL STATISTICS
PER BENEFIT OPTION

PROPINNACLE

PROSECURE
PLUS

PROSECURE

PROACTIVE
PLUS

PROACTIVE

TOTAL
SCHEME

NON-FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Number of members at year-end

1 443

2 104

7 325

11 277

13 682

35 831

Average number of members for
the year

1 474

2 138

7 414

11 066

13 615

35 707

Number of beneficiaries at
year-end

2 441

3 933

14 661

24 069

29 718

74 822

Average number of beneficiaries
for the year

2 529

4 018

14 906

23 613

29 647

74 713

Dependant ratio at year-end

0.69

0.87

1.00

1.13

1.17

1.09

Average age of beneficiaries

60.4

53.8

48.8

35.0

36.4

40.1

Pensioner ratio (65 years and
older)

56.3%

43.7%

32.9%

10.6%

11.1%

18.4%

Average net contributions per
beneficiary per month

R7 331

R4 096

R3 235

R1 719

R1 454

R2 231

Average relevant healthcare
expenditure per beneficiary per
month

R7 997

R3 540

R2 833

R1 290

R1 008

R1 837

Average non-healthcare
expenditure per beneficiary per
month

R317

R289

R270

R255

R250

R260

Relevant healthcare expenditure as
a percentage of gross contributions
(claims ratio)

109%

86%

88%

76%

69%

82%

Non-healthcare expenditure as a
percentage of gross contributions

4.3%

7.1%

8.4%

14.9%

17.2%

11.6%

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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2019

OPERATIONAL STATISTICS

PER BENEFIT OPTION

PROPINNACLE

PROSECURE
PLUS

PROSECURE

PROACTIVE
PLUS

PROACTIVE

TOTAL
SCHEME

Number of members at year-end

1 541

2 178

7 483

9 850

13 501

34 553

Average number of members for
the year

1 555

2 210

7 542

9 525

13 512

34 344

Number of beneficiaries at
year-end

2 666

4 136

15 224

21 216

29 608

72 850

Average number of beneficiaries
for the year

2 717

4 210

15 411

20 613

29 698

72 649

Dependant ratio at year-end

0.73

0.90

1.03

1.15

1.19

1.11

Average age of beneficiaries

60.0

53.0

47.9

34.7

36.2

40.0

Pensioner ratio (65 years and
older)

50.2%

39.6%

29.0%

9.2%

9.4%

16.7%

Average net contributions per
beneficiary per month

R6 928

R3 966

R3 175

R1 726

R1 414

R2 081

Average relevant healthcare
expenditure per beneficiary per
month

R8 204

R4 174

R3 163

R1 455

R1 080

R1 937

Average non-healthcare
expenditure per beneficiary per
month

R319

R298

R280

R271

R257

R252

Relevant healthcare expenditure as
a percentage of gross contributions
(claims ratio)

118%

105%

100%

84%

76%

93%

Non-healthcare expenditure as a
percentage of gross contributions

4.6%

7.5%

8.8%

15.7%

18.2%

12.1%

NON-FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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STATEMENT OF

FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2020

2020
R’000

2019
R’000

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

883 194

812 905

Property, plant and equipment

20 884

21 814

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss

862 310

791 091

CURRENT ASSETS

193 473

104 102

Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss

155 527

89 375

5 270

5 059

32 676

9 668

1 076 667

917 007

142 488

121 787

Accounts payable

75 088

63 487

Outstanding claims provision

67 400

58 300

TOTAL LIABILITIES

142 488

121 787

TOTAL NET ASSETS

934 179

795 220

MEMBERS’ FUNDS AND RESERVES

934 179

795 220

Accumulated funds

934 179

795 220

MEMBERS’ FUNDS AND RESERVES

934 179

795 220

ASSETS

Accounts receivable
Cash and cash equivalents
TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
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STATEMENT OF

COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

2020
R’000

2019
R’000

Risk contribution income

2 000 090

1 813 966

RELEVANT HEALTHCARE EXPENDITURE

(1 644 324)

(1 688 348)

Net risk claims incurred

(1 609 307)

(1 657 504)

Risk claims incurred

(1 610 743)

(1 658 937)

1 436

1 433

(35 342)

(31 251)

325

407

(1 781)

(4 958)

2 106

5 365

355 766

125 618

(219 585)

(207 869)

(13 220)

(11 960)

(1 073)

(106)

121 888

(94 317)

Other income

21 482

64 602

Investment income

21 437

64 483

45

119

Other expenditure

(4 411)

(5 036)

Asset management fees

(4 411)

(5 036)

138 959

(34 751)

Third-party claim recoveries
Accredited managed healthcare services
Net recovery on the risk transfer arrangement
Risk transfer arrangement fees
Claims paid

GROSS HEALTHCARE RESULT
Administration and other operational expenditure
Broker service fees
Net impairment losses on healthcare receivables
NET HEALTHCARE RESULT

Sundry income

NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) FOR THE YEAR
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES
IN FUNDS AND RESERVES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

ACCUMULATED
FUNDS
R’000
BALANCE AT 1 JANUARY 2019

829 971

Total comprehensive income for the year

(34 751)

(Deficit) for the year

(34 751)

BALANCE AT 31 DECEMBER 2019

795 220

Total comprehensive income for the year

138 959

Surplus for the year

138 959

BALANCE AT 31 DECEMBER 2020

934 179

STATEMENT OF
CASH FLOWS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020
CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

2020
R’000

2019
R’000

Cash received/(utilised) from operations

142 446

(66 863)

(116)

(962)

2

3

(140 000)

-

15 000

66 000

Interest: Call and current bank accounts

3 078

3 752

Net rental income

2 598

2 008

(119 438)

70 801

23 008

3 938

9 668

5 730

32 676

9 668

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Acquisition of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Funds invested in financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
Funds withdrawn from financial assets at fair value through profit and loss

Net cash (utilised)/generated from investing activities
NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF YEAR
18 |
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ANALYSIS OF CARRYING
AMOUNTS OF FINANCIAL
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES PER
CATEGORY
2020
R’000

2019
R’000

Non-current

862 310

791 091

Current

155 527

89 375

32 676

9 668

Loans and receivables

1 191

1 674

Insurance receivables

4 079

3 385

FINANCIAL ASSETS

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Financial liabilities measured at amortised cost
Insurance payables
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5 756

3 604

136 732

118 183

FINANCIAL ASSETS
2020
R’000

2019
R’000

Beginning of the year

880 466

891 993

Capital contribution

140 000

-

Withdrawals

(15 000)

(66 000)

TOTAL (LOSS)/GAIN

(29 750)

4 254

1 122

4 112

(30 872)

142

Asset management fees

(3 390)

(4 250)

Interest from financial assets

33 734

43 153

11 777

11 316

FAIR VALUE AT THE END OF THE YEAR

1 017 837

880 466

Less current portion

(155 527)

(89 375)

862 310

791 091

MOVEMENT IN FINANCIAL ASSETS

Net realised gain on financial assets
Unrealised fair value (loss)/gain

Dividends

NON-CURRENT PORTION AT YEAR-END

FINANCIAL ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT AND LOSS

NON-CURRENT
376 661

395 383

Bonds and cash instruments

485 649

395 708

TOTAL NON-CURRENT

862 310

791 091

102 094

61 556

Bonds and cash instruments

53 433

27 819

TOTAL CURRENT

155 527

89 375

Equity securities

CURRENT
Money market
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ADHERENCE TO THE
MEDICAL SCHEMES ACT 131 OF
1998 AND REGULATIONS
Profmed adheres to the MSA. The instances of non-adherence below are not within the control of the Scheme or are as
a result of exceptional circumstances.
1. Contribution income must be received within three days of becoming due
The MSA requires that contributions shall be received within three days of becoming due. There were instances where the
Scheme did not receive all contributions as required. This is mainly due to:
• members paying contributions after the third day of becoming due;
• members having insufficient funds in their bank accounts at the time of collection; and
• members exiting without informing the Scheme.
Profmed actively pursues contributions not received within three days.
2. Financial soundness of benefit options
The Scheme offers five benefit options, each with an equivalent Efficiency Discount Option (EDO), effectively creating
ten benefit options. The 2020 financial year saw an unusual claims experience. All the options performed better than
originally budgeted. The Board of Trustees has noted the deficit in the ProPinnacle option. This deficit was anticipated and is
the result of buy-down risk, with anti-selection by members who downgrade to more affordable options. The Scheme as a
whole remains financially sound.
3. Payment of claims within 30 days of receipt
The MSA requires that a valid claim submitted to the Scheme must be paid within 30 days after the day on which the claim
is received. In limited instances claims were paid after this timeframe, mostly as a result of incorrect coding by service
providers.
4. Investment in medical scheme administrators
The MSA requires that no medical scheme shall invest any of its assets in a medical scheme administrator. The Scheme,
through its collective investments, has indirect investments in medical scheme administrators and has received exemption
from the CMS.
5. Limitation of exposure to equities
The MSA requires that medical schemes shall invest no more than 40% of reserves in South African equities. The CMS,
however, granted exemption to Profmed to invest up to 75% of its reserves in South African equities.
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NOTICE OF 50TH ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
NOTICE TO MEMBERS
Notice is hereby given that the 50th Annual General Meeting of the members
of Profmed will take place on Tuesday 1 June 2021 at 15:30. To maintain social
distancing, the meeting will be held on the Webex virtual meeting platform,
details of which will be communicated to members.

AGENDA
1. To receive and adopt the annual financial statements for the year ended
31 December 2020 (including the reports of the trustees, the Audit and Risk
Committee and the auditor).
2. To re-appoint PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc. as the auditor of Profmed for
2021/22 in terms of rule 27 of the Rules of Profmed.
3. To accept the Profmed Remuneration Policy by means of a non-binding
advisory vote.
4. To approve the remuneration of trustees for the 2021/22 year.
5. To announce the appointment of two (2) trustees in accordance with rule
20.1.3.
6. To transact such other business as may be transacted at the Annual
General Meeting (subject to the Rules of Profmed and in particular rule
28.1.7, and the provisions of the Medical Schemes Act No. 131 of 1998, as
amended).

The Remuneration Policy and the trustee remuneration
document are available at https://bit.ly/3um9uc0.

By order of the Board of Trustees.

CRAIG W COMRIE
Principal Officer and Chief Executive
10 May 2021
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SCHEME INFORMATION

REGISTERED ADDRESS AND THIRD-PARTY SERVICE PROVIDER DETAILS

REGISTERED OFFICE ADDRESS AND POSTAL ADDRESS

CONTACT US

Profmed Place				
P.O. Box 1004
15 Eton Road				Houghton
Parktown, Johannesburg			2041.

JOIN PROFMED

ADMINISTRATOR

Call:
Email:

PPS Healthcare Administrators Proprietary Limited
(Accreditation no. Admin 37)

CLIENT SERVICES

PPS Centurion Square			
Private Bag X1031
1262 Heuwel Avenue			
Lyttelton
Centurion				0140.

Call:
0860 679 200
Email: info@profmed.co.za
Claims: claims@profmed.co.za

AUDITORS

Postal address:
Private Bag X1031, Lyttelton, 0140

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
4 Lisbon Lane				
Private Bag X36
Waterfall City				Sunninghill
Jukskei View				2157.
INVESTMENT ADVISORS
Willis Towers Watson
(Financial Service Provider no. 2545)
					Postnet Suite 154
1st Floor, Illovo Edge			
Private Bag X1
1 Harries Road				
Melrose Arch
Illovo					2076.

0800 DEGREE (334 733)
degree@profmed.co.za

Profmed App:
Download from your smartphone store
Walk-in centres:
• PPS Centurion Square, 1262 Heuwel
Avenue, Centurion
• Profmed Place, 1st Floor, 15 Eton Road,
Parktown, Johannesburg
(Not available until further notice)
FOLLOW US
Facebook.com/Profmed
Twitter.com/Profmed_SA

ACTUARIES
Insight Actuaries & Consultants
400 16th Road				
Private Bag X17
Central Park				Halfway House
Midrand					1685.

ATTORNEYS
Knowles Husain Lindsay Incorporated
P.O. Box 782687
4th Floor, The Forum			
2 Maude Street				Sandton
Sandown, Sandton				2146.

Linkedin.com/company/profmed

